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Alexandra Mayhew
Alexandra Mayhew

Species: Nepleslian Clone
Gender: Female

Age: 10
Zodiac Sign: pisces

Height: 6'4 (193cm)
Weight: 85 kg
Bra Size: B

Organization:

 Nepleslian Space Marine Corps
Occupation: Marine/Medic

Rank: Corporal
Current Placement: Between assignments

Alexandra Mayhew in Roleplay

Alexandra Mayhew is a player character played by ShotJon and is currently involved in the NSS Acadia
plot.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6'4 (193cm) Mass: 85 kg Measurements: Bra Size: B

Build and Skin Color: Alex is very tall and has muscular body. Her arms look very long but that is
because of her great height. She looks caucasian but thanks to little mistake during her cloning process
her skin has orangeish tone.

Facial Features and Eye Color: She has prominent green eyes with narrow eyebrows. Hawk nose just
above her perfect white teeth on her ever smiling face.

Hair Color and Style: She has short red hair which she cuts into the military style except for a little part
in the back of her head which she braids into rat-tail.

Distinguishing Features: Like most Neps even Alex has some cybernetics. She has both her hands
cybernetic for tighter grip and precise finger work. She even got her foot replaced near the ankle by
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prosthetics so that she wouldn't need boots and could walk on many surfaces.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Alexandra is not really a happy-go-lucky character, but she smiles a lot. Although she is
trained for combat she doesn't see it as reason she should be grumpy and pessimistic. If she should meet
any dangers she will meet them with a grin on her face. Alexandra likes challanges. When she met a
problem she did her best to resolve it. She is also know for her short temper. If someone push her, she
pushes back. With a smile on her face of course.

Likes: Good jokes, White teeth, Guns, Good Company. Dislikes: Big-headed people, pessimism Goals:
Fight for Nepleslia and serve with smile on her face.

History

Family (or Creators)

Nepleslian Arm and Munition

Pre-RP

Alexandra was born in the Nepleslian Arms and Munitions laboratory as a combat clone. Strangely
because of a mistake during the cloning process her skin got an orange tone. Scientist really didn't know
what could done that so they took her into laboratory for test so no other clone they will produce has
weird skin. She spent half a year there. When the testing and experiments were over scientist told to
themselves that when she is there already they can use her so she spent another year there. Test
scientists run were mostly about her physical condition and if there is anything about clones they could
upgrade. Plus they wanted to know if there was any other side effects then her orange skin. When they
were done she was sent into bootcamp with fresh batch of clones. She got through her training without
serious problems. She was physically fit already thanks to the test and experiments after all. After the
bootcamp she got her hands and feet replaced with cybernetics and was sent into medical course, She
became medic and got certain knowledge about cybernetics. With that her training was done and she
was ready for her first assignment.

Rok'Veru

Alexandra's first mission. After landing and getting Hostile combat suit she fel right into combat zone.
Luckily she was to report to unit of NSS Acadia marines. After meting with Phaedra Volkov codename
Wolf she experiencec some heavy fighting. As a team medic she had some work to do too. She also killed
it first Ripper.
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After the Rok'Veru she spent few days with other from ehr platoon on NSS Acadia spending time mainly
with Sam Oliver. After bad situation when one of the marines went crazy and Sam had to shoot him, Alex
helped Sam to get back into his own self. It is not easy to shoot humans as it is Ripper. During the
ceremony Alex'S rank was raised to P2C.

Funky City

During the senate session NMX decided to attack. Senate was bombed and Acadia quickly moved to help
and rescue surviving senators. Unfortunately because of PAs being in maintenance platoon had to land
only in body armours and with hand weapons. Platoon managed to fight off few parasited zombie groups
and take a monorail station. During taking monorail unit was attacked by a Ripper and sustaind heavy
casualties. Alex had to take care of them all. After taking monorail station, platoon secured one of the
trains and embarged for the senate. Unfortunately rail was damaged and train crashed. All the more work
for the Alexandra. After taking some fire from more NMX soldier that was fend of by Private Skwigleff unit
was picked up by medevac and flew off to safety.

After Funky city mission, unlike other Alexandra was called back to Acadia. Along with injured personalled
of her unit. Which was most of the personall. Alexandra then helped Dr. Suku to take care of everyone.
She spent a day on energy pills and other stuff like that. When work was done she physicaly collapsed
since her body wasn't able to endure two days in high gear.

4th fleet

Alex moved with the rest of Acadia marines to little planet called Francia, where they were supposed to
stand guard. Feeling not used enough ther, Alex and Henry, other marine in her unit called for transfer.
They were moved to 4th fleet and soon were on data retrieval mission. Their squad was ambushed and
received many injuries, after patching them up all that was left was Alexandra and Henry. THey moved
on and soon met up with Cavalier.

Cavalier were known marine unit in 4th fleet. A rugger squad made of messed up people and rookies.
Except they were lead by Phaedra Volkov. She and Alex saved each others life several times on Rok'Veru
and Alex was happy to serve with her again, or under her since Phaedra was sergeant now. The mission
itself ended up being failure, but at least no marine died.

NSS Altomir

Alexandra did not stayed with the team for long. It was found out that 1st fleet was planning to take back
Rok'Veru and Alexandra wanted to be there. She asked for transefer and were among the first who
landed on the planet. The resistance was very strong though and her unit was called in the chaos and
dispersed. She linked up with some other marines and ended up and the abandoned subway station,
which was supposed to be staging point.

They were soon joined by admiral Flint Vanderhuge himself, along with admiral DeLuca. After dispatching
pair of Mindy armour and some other nekoes, they got another problem. A truck with civilians followed by
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NMX mecha. The rag tag team was up for a real fight.

Francia

After finishing her mission on Rok'Veru, Alex was called back to Francia. She served as part of medical
core there. her medical skills were honed there. She also had to handle some logistics and become a
better NCO. After some times she was re-assigned.

Between Assignments

Alexandra was called to a ship to gather the team located there and await further instructions.

Skills

Communication

Alexandra is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and
receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, ships, ground vehicles, power armor, and
shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. She is fluent in Nepleslian. She can speak and write
it correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc. Alex is skilled in
field communications and is proficient in all rudimentary forms of communication (hand signals, flashing
lights, etc).

Fighting

Alexandra received intensive hand-to-hand combat training (primarily focused on disabling and/or killing
opponents) and has followed up that knowledge with a rigorous training program. Weapons she is trained
in include pistols of all types, knives, grenades (and other forms of explosive weaponry) and rifles of all
kinds. Her time in the military made her a very skilled and precise combatant. Alex can repair weaponry
with adequate tools and time. She is in excellent physical shape and has considerable endurance. After
the years in military, Alexandra became an expert Power Armour user.

Physical

Good soldier must be fit soldier. That is a motto Alex took to herself and lives by it. She trains every day,
all those muscles that are still biologic.
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Survival and Military

Alex knows how to survive in hostile environments. She can build shelters, hunt and forage for food, build
a fire, etc. She can camouflage himself and is familiar with guerrilla warfare tactics.

Strategy

Alexandra can understand and give out tactical commands and work with her troop to follow those
commands efficiently. She knows the importance of teamwork on the battlefield, has been intensively
trained in discipline and morale, and is able to recognize the command structure even while under
extreme pressure (combat, etc). Alex is able to recognize ambush points. She knows basic math in order
to calculate distances, etc, and can use a tactical map.

Medical

Alexandra knows how to diagnose and treat conditions, apply first aid and emergency care (CPR, etc),
and perform field surgery/general surgery if given the proper tools/facilities. She knows how to work in
and use hospital equipment. Alex received a proper medical training so she could become field medic
and cybernetic assistant.

Technology Operations

During the time she was with scientists, one thing they were checking were intelligence and they used
many computer for that. That is why they teached her how to operate them and even how they works.
They made her into something very remotely resembling computer technician.

Leadership

Alexandra became an NCO, she received some training. During her service she found herself leading a
medical squad on Francia and handling the teams logistic and administrative issues. She knows how
issue orders and has knowledge about leading people.

Finances

Clothing

Uniform
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2 Pullover shirt, green, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate 1 Styrling Muur armour set.
NMC colours.

4 T-Shirts, white 4 underwear, white 2 Khaki cargo pants 1 Beret, green, with flash patch 1 pair gloves,
leather, black 1 pair boots, black (or khaki) 6 pair boot Socks, white 1 Belt, dark brown

Bunkwear

2 Tank tops, green, with fleet number on the right chest 2 Pairs of ankle length pajama pants, khaki 1
Pair of slip-on flexi-shoes, black

Workout/Swim

2 Short-sleeved mocks with fleet number on the right chest, Green 2 Work-out shorts, khaki Depends on
gender and preference:

1 Pair of trunks, green, fleet number on right leg
1 Speedo, green, fleet number on right cheek
1 One-piece bathing suit, green, fleet number on right breast
1 Bikini, green, fleet number on right breast.

Weapons, Weapon Accessories

1 Rocket Pistol belt, black, with RPB holster 1 Rocket Pistol, NAM 12mm RPB Pistol, with 2 extra regular
round magazines

1 Na-W/P-08 Heavy Automatic Sidearm, Version 4B, 1 drum magazine, 1 extended magazine, 2 double
magazines, extra battery 1 M3 Assault Weapon System Short-barrel, 5 magazines, fore-grip, flashlight,
holographic sight, 3-point sling, 8-inch bayonet 1 Rokheus & Surma H36-1 Regular version, 5 magazines,
suppressor, flashlight, combat holster, hold-out holster, mag-pouch

2 NAM Fragmentation Grenades

Accessories

1 pair identification tags, metal, with name and hometown 1 Canteen, 1 quart 1 AwesomeCorp
DataJockey 1 Wallet with the Marine Corps Insignia plated on it.

Finance

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
6000 DA Starting Funds
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Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
80050 DA 74050 Salary for over two years of service. (29.10. 2011)
106 440 DA 27 000 610 Bought M3 rifle, Salary (up till 11.4.2011)
Character Data
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